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Training plan Skills 2: Moot training
Skills 2: Moot training and PhD presentation:




Module 1: IP School moot training (30 hours)
Module 2: Attendance IP Seminar and IP Update (15 hours)
Module 3: PhD project presentation (20 minutes per ESR)

The skills training “Moot training and PhD presentation” is offered at the beginning of the
research and training period and takes place in Macao and Hong Kong from 30 October
until 8 November 2017, is organized by Maastricht University, and is hosted by the
Institute of European Studies of Macau and the Hong Kong Intellectual Property
Department.
It encompasses modules that introduce students to the way in which IP law is
instrumental to the functioning of a competitive economy. Traditionally, commercial
actors and interest groups have shaped IP policy. Increasingly, however, policy makers
and citizens alike expect innovation and intellectual property to contribute towards the
tackling of big issues, such as global warming, access to healthcare and food, sustainable
development and technology transfer. A group of renowned speakers cover diverse, yet
connected issues, such as participation in IP policymaking, access to information, open
innovation and technology transfer. The central question is: What contribution can
Intellectual Property make to an open society?
The training consists of three parts:


Intellectual Property Law School Moot training



Intellectual Property Seminar and Professional IP Update



PhD project presentation

Main educational objectives
The main educational objectives of the individual modules are:
Module 1: IP School moot training
By Prof. Anselm Kamperman Sanders and Dr. Christopher Heath (European Patent Office)
It comprises a re-appraisal of the fundamentals of international IP law through interactive
teaching;
The course teaches ESRs:
 to argue a number of mock trials on various IP issues;
 to articulate a position in a multicultural and comparative legal setting; and in doing
so
 learn about various litigation styles.
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Module 2: Attendance IP Seminar and IP Update
The 2017 IP Seminar will cover the way in which intellectual property rights may create
obstacles to legitimate trade. The WTO/TRIPS Agreement for the first time put
intellectual property rights in the context of trade rules. The reason was that only a
harmonised level of IP protection would ensure a level playing field in international trade,
while on the other hand lacunae in the scope of IP protection would lead to trade
distortions. On the other hand, it must be realised that territorial monopolies are already
per se obstacles to trade. The TRIPS Agreement tries to strike a balance by ensuring
“that measures and procedures to enforce intellectual property rights do not themselves
become barriers to legitimate trade”.
In the last 20 years, a number of controversial cases have arisen where intellectual
property rights are conferred, used or enforced in a manner that arguably impede
legitimate trade, both in the domestic and international context.
The annual professional update provides an overview of all relevant cases and legislative
developments of the past year from all over the world. During one day, the participants
will be brought up to speed on the major important legal decisions and developments in
intellectual property law and policy.
For this edition, the discussion will also explore exhaustion and parallel trade.
Objectives:
 Attend the IP Seminar and Hong Kong IP Update;
 connect to a host of international IP luminaries reflecting on recent developments
and controversial issues in IP.
Module 3 PhD project presentation (15 minutes per ESR):
By ESRs to an international audience
This teaches the ESRs:




to succinctly present the EIPIN-Innovation Society research in public;
to make progress in articulating the research problem, question and methodology;
to present the research proposals in the IP Seminar and Hong Kong IP Updated to a
public of academics and practitioners.

Organisational matters
Required:

ESRs

Dates:

30 October – 8 November 2017

Start:

30 October, Macau Cultural Centre, 09:30 hrs

Place:

Macau SAR, China

Accommodation:

organised by Institute of European Studies, Macau

Travel:

organised by ESRs individually

Finance:

organised by ESRs through personal training budget

Contact logistics:

Beatrice Lam
(Beatrice@ieem.org.mo)

Contact training:

Anselm Kamperman Sanders
(a.kampermansanders@maastrichtuniversity.nl)

Financial contact:

Diana Schabregs
(diana.schabregs@maastrichtuniversity.nl)
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Timetable skills 2
IPKM Macau IP School and Moot Training (draft)
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IPKM Macau programme IP Seminar 2017 (draft)
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